
The pace of technological change in the cloud computing space is accelerating, and if 
financial institutions are to take maximum advantage of the benefits of this evolving 
service delivery approach, they must carefully scrutinise the modernity of the technology 
and development and operating environments of each vendor. This report explores the 
cloud technology landscape and the key aspects that financial institutions need to 
assess before selecting a cloud provider.
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Continuous Integration – integrating code into a shared 

repository frequently to allow early detection of problems.

Infrastructure-as-code – managing and provisioning computing 
infrastructure and its configuration using machine-processed 
definition files.

Source Control – version control management 
of changes to software.

Identity and Access Management – framework for business 
processes that facilitates the management of electronic identities.

Messaging-oriented Middleware – software or hardware 
infrastructure supporting the sending and receiving of messages 
between distributed systems. 

Databases – both relational and NoSQL databases can be used.

Name Service – provides functionality that associates names 
with objects, lists names and renames.

Directory Services – used to centrally store information on 
users and resources on a network and to provide single sign-on. 

Compute and Storage and Networks – deploys and runs 
operating systems and applications. 

Virtual Server – multiple owners use and administer the server as 
though they had complete control of it.

Containerisation – a lightweight alternative to full machine 
virtualisation that involves encapsulating an application in a 
container with its own operating environment. 

Serverless Computing – a cloud computing code execution 
model in which the cloud provider fully manages the underlying 
computing resources. 
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Cloud providers are beginning to provide infrastructure to support a range of modern approaches to software development 
and maintenance, such as containerisation, infrastructure-as-code and continuous integration. These approaches make the 
development and change management of services in the cloud significantly easier and quicker.  
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